Lots of different types of new workshops!

Let's mix it up!
We love the great feedback we get on our workshops, but in 2014 we want to mix it up a bit!
We have been brainstorming lots of ideas and have some exciting new workshops in the developmental
phase. Simple upholstered items, some basic homewares, furniture restoration and interesting
lighting options are on the top of the list as well as some cooking workshops.
If you have any suggestions of your own, please let us know!

Footstool love!
The latest addition to the workshop menu is the footstool. This new project has generated so much
interest on social media!

How does this workshop work?
We provide the footstool base complete with foam top and wadding and also the recycled vintage legs.
You bring your own material and we teach you how to make the cover complete with piping!
You take home your own completed footstool.

The first workshop is on Friday 14 March from 6.30pm  9.30pm. Be quick!
Check out the details and register your spot today!

Just a few screen printing places left
You'll need to get a wriggle on to be part of this five hour session on February 22. The very talented
textile artist, Ellie Beck, is facilitating this event.
Learn the fundamentals of screen printing onto fabric, from the design process to hand cut stencils and
printing. This is a hands on workshop, designed to give you the skills to produce your own printed
fabrics at home, perfect for gift giving or brightening up your home or wardrobe. Learn about the
principles of design for stencil cutting, as well as learn the techniques and tricks of printing.
Read all the details and find out more about Ellie!

Quilting ‐ this must be the fastest way ever!
We are adding a simple quilting workshop to the calendar. This great fully reversible quilt has the bonus
of having two different finishes  a smooth side and a beautiful, textured chenille side that becomes
more soft and raggy, the more you wash it.
Beautifully timed for the change in the weather, this workshop will be on Sunday 13 April at 1.00pm. The
registrations are not open yet, but you can be added to the list of those interested. Just email me.
create@ministryofhandmade.com.au

Respect your Beer workshop

The secrets of hand crafted beer
Gavin Croft, beer meister from Croft Brewing Company, shared his wealth of knowledge about hand
crafted beer. We had a group of sixteen beer appreciators and we worked our way through six different
varieties of beer with coordinating courses of food!
The lager, pale ale, wheat beer, saison (fruit beer), stout and IPA were served with such delights as herb
cheese and crackers, sautéed prawns, pear and apple salad, spicy Moroccan meatballs and carrot
cake. But not in that order!

With rave reviews all round, this workshop will be repeated soon. Keep your eye on the calendar!

Do you love instagram? We do!
We love sharing great images from workshops and projects via Instagram. Why not follow us?

Newsletter winner!
Every month we give away a bundle of fat quarters to a new newsletter subscriber. (Or a $50.00
workshop voucher, your choice.)
The winner for January is Kim Dodwell. Congratulations Kim!

